ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF DIAGONALS AND
HADAMARD COMPOSITIONS OF MULTIPLE
POWER SERIES*
BY
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1. Introduction. A problem that has always interested mathematicians
is
the extension of an analytic function defined by a power series outside of its
region of convergence. The classical Hadamard
theoremf furnishes one
method of doing this for functions of one variable. For this theorem gives
us information
about the analytic continuation
of A(z) =^,ôanzn provided
we can find a way of factoring the coefficients an into products bncn such that
B(z) =^2,bnzn and C{z) =^cnzn are functions whose analytic continuations are
known. Even if we are not able to factor the an in such a way, we may be able
to find a known function Fix, y) —'Yjfmnxmyn whose coefficient matrix {fmn}
has {an j as its diagonal (/„„ = an). One of the results of the present paper furnishes information concerning the region of analyticity of A (z) in terms of the
region of analyticity of F(x, y). In case F(x, y) =Bix)Ciy)
this method reduces to the preceding.
If we pass now to higher dimensions, our general point of view suggests a

number
vestigate
known

of different possibilities.
the analytic
function

F(xh

For example, suppose that we wish to in-

continuation

of A(x, y) =Y^amnxmyn. If we can find a

x2, yh y2, y¡)=J2U1m2nln2mX1míX2miyiniyf2y¡n3

amn =fmmnnn, then simply

by iterating

our primary

theorem

for which
we can draw con-

clusions concerning the analytic extension of A from our knowledge of the
analytic extension of F. Similarly we can obtain information concerning
A (x, y, z) =^amnpxmynzp

if we can find a known

=H/mim2nin2p1j>2ximi»2m23'i",3'2n2Zi3,1Z2P2 for

which

function

F(jci, x2, y\, y2, zx, z2)

amnv=fmmnni,p.

In

fact

our

basic theorem can be iterated in such a way as to apply to any distribution
of dimensions.
Just as our first result contains as a special case the classical Hadamard
theorem, so these results contain an «-dimensional generalization of Hadamard's theorem. The regions we consider in the present paper are star-shaped
and the nature of the singularities of the functions plays no role whatever.
* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1936; received by the editors May 26, 1937.
f J. Hadamard, Théorème sur les séries entières, Acta Mathematica,
vol. 22 (1898), pp. 55-64..
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Haslam-Jones*
has obtained a two-dimensional
analogue of the Hadamard theorem which furnishes information about a function A (x, y) if there
are two known functions B(x, y), C(x, y) whose coefficients satisfy the relations

bnnCmn—amn and whose

singularities

satisfy

certain

conditions.

If we

compare his theorem with our two-dimensional theorem we see that neither
includes the other. For our result does not always furnish as extensive an
analytic continuation as that of Haslam-Jones, but it deals with a wider class
of functions.
Grouping the terms into homogeneous polymonials, Bochner and Martinf
have obtained an »-dimensional analogue of the Hadamard theorem.While
(for n > 1) their theorem does not deal directly with the individual coefficients,
it does have the advantage of invariance under any affine transformation.
2. Stars. An important class of regions with which we shall be concerned
in this paper is the class of star-shaped regions, f
Definition.
A region 5 in a space
is called a (pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn)-sta.r if with the
the points (pPlzi, • • • , p^Zn), where 0 ^
In case p\ = pi= ■ ■ ■ =pn = p, the (px,

Rn of
point
p^ 1
■ ■ ■,

n complex variables zx, • • ■ , zn
(zx, • • • , z„) it contains also all
and the pi are positive integers.
/>„)-star is simply called a star.

It is clear that only the ratios of the p's are significant. It is also obvious
that the union and intersection of two (pi, ■ ■ ■,pn) -stars are also (pi, • • -,pn)-

stars.
Notation. If S is a (pi, • • • , £„)-star in Rn, the symbol 5(îI22)will denote
the point set consisting of all points P(w, z3, z4, • • • , z„) in ¿v„_! such that to
P there corresponds a continuous positive periodic function r = r(6) of period
27Tfor which each of the points Q(6) : (reiew, f_1e_<9,z3, • • • , z„) belongs to S,
(Og0g27r).
WeshallshowthatS(z1Z2)isa(pi+p2,p3,

■ ■ ■ , pn)-star. Let P(w,z3,

be a point of S*=S(Z]^) and let r(d) be the associated
5 is a (pi, ■ ■ ■ , />„)-star, each of the points
(p^reiew, p^r-'e-^,

pr3z3, ■ ■ ■ , pp"zn),

function.

• • •, z„)

Then since

(0 ^ p ^ 1, 0 ¿ 0 ^ 2ir),

belongs to S. Thus if ¿2,(0) =r(0)p-", all of the points
(ppi+piR^w,
* U. S. Haslam-Jones,

Rp-h-16, P"*z3,• • • , pp"zn),
A n extension of Hadamard's

(0 < p g 1, 0 g 0 ú 2ir),

multiplication

theorem, Proceedings

of the

London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 27 (1928), pp. 223-232.
f S. Bochner and W. T. Martin, Singularities

of composite functions in several variables, Annals of

Mathematics, (2), vol. 38 (1937), pp. 293-302.
%B. Aimer, Sur quelques problèmes de la théorie des fonctions analytiques de deux variables com-

plexes, Arkiv för Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, vol. 17 (1922), pp. 1-70; W. T. Martin, Spécial
regions of regularity of functions of several complex variables, Annals of Mathematics,

pp. 602-625.
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are in S, and hence all of the points
(pPl+P!Wj

pP3Z3) . . . f pJ>»Z»),

(0

<

p g

1),

are in 5*.
It only remains to show that S* is an open set, as connectedness obviously
follows from the last statement. (It is trivial to show that (w = 0, z3= 0, • ■ - ,
zn = 0) belongs to S* since 5 contains the origin.) To show that S* is open,
consider a point P0(w<0),Z3(0),• • ■ , z„(0))of it. Since S is open, with irei6wim,
r-ic-i») 23(o);. . . ; z„(0)) there is contained an «-dimensional neighborhood

Ni9) of Q0($)in S,
Nid):

| g] - re«w<0) | < e(0),

| z2 - r-»<rw|

< e(0),

| 8/ - z¿» \ < e(0),

(J = 3, •••,«).
Because of the continuity of r(0) it is clear that there is a positive e independent of 6 such that for all 6 in 0 iS6 ^ 2^ all of the points for which | zx—reiewm \ < e,
|z2-r-V|,
|z}—z/(0>|<e, ij = 3, ■••,«),
belong to 5. Let

8 = min -J-;

(max r(0)

e> .
)

Thus when
| w -

the point

w(0) | < 5, | st -

ireiew, r~leru,

z3(0) | < 5, • • • , | I» -

z„(0) | < 5,

z3, • • • , z„) is in the e-neighborhood

of QoiO) and

hence in S. Thus 5* is a ipi+Pi, p3, ■ ■ ■ , />„)-star. We shall call 5*=5(2l2!) a
contracted star of 5. More general contractions will later be given.
Definition.
Let/(zi, • • • , zn) be any function analytic in a neighborhood
of the origin. Let us define a point set S=Sif; pi, ■ ■ ■, Pn) as follows: A point
(zi, • • • , z„) belongs to 5 if /is regular at all of the points (pplZi, - • • , pPnzn),

0^p:Sl.
It is clear that 5 is a (pi, ■■• ,^„)-star; we shall call S the
ipi, ■■■, />n)-star of/. We shall denote by Sif) the (1, • ■• , l)-star of/.
3. Proof of the central theorem. We shall now prove the following extension of the Hadamard theorem on which our remaining results will be based :

Theorem
(1)

1. Let
Aizi, •■,*«)»£

(^...„„zi1

• • • zñ"

be analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, and let S be its ipi, ■ ■ ■ , p„)-star.
Then the diagonal function
(2)

Aíl¡Z2)iw,

Zi, • • • , s„) =» ¿J

amm^,...ßnw

is analytic in the contracted star S*=SÍZíZ¡).
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For the proof let P0(w(0), Z3(0),■ • • , z„<0)) be any point in S*. Then by
definition of S* there exists a continuous positive periodic function r(6)

= r(0; P0) such that all of the points
(rei9w(0))

r-le-¡«;

33(0) , . . . , 2„(0) ),

0 ^ 0 ^

27T,

are in S. Since 5 is open it is clear that for sufficiently small positive 5 all the
points (r*ei6wm, r*^le~iB, z3(0>,• • • , zn(0)) are in S, where

I

'(0;Po)=—

/» e+s
r(<t>)d<t>.
ô Jl

Then the set of points t = r*(d)eie forms a rectifiable closed curve C* = C*(P0)
around the origin. For t on C* and (w, z3, • • • , zn) in a sufficiently small

neighborhood N = Nt(P0) of P0,
Nt(Po):

W-

w(0> I < e, \z3-

z„(0) | < e,

z3(0) | < e, •

the function A (wt, Í-1, z3, • • • , z„) is analytic in all its variables. Then since
5 is a (Pi, • ■ ■ , pn)-sta.T, it follows that A (up^wt, up*t~l, uP3z3, ■ ■ ■ , up"Zn) is
analytic in w, z3, ■ ■ ■ ,zn,t,uior
P(w,z3, ■ ■ ■ ,zn)tN(P0),ttC*,O^u^l.
Thus
(3)

g(w, z3) • • • , z„, u; P0) = -;

1 r

dt

I

A(upiwt, WH'1, uP3z3, ■■ ■ , mp»z„) —

2irî ^c«(P0)

t

is analytic in w,z3, ■ ■ ■ , z„, u when PtN and 0 ^m¿ 1. Now let R be positive
and such that the series (1) converges whenever | z¡\ <R, (j = 1, ■ • • , n), and
let 7 and T be the minimum and maximum values of \t\ for / on C*. Let

R
0l = min

,

IL(| wi(0)|+e)rj

forj' = 3, •■•,«.

R

1/pi

< \-.-¡-

Then if 0^u<5h

(Ry)u*\

ZjW | + « ]""}

and PeA7,

g(w, z3, • • • , z„, m; Po)

= -;

I Yl a^.. .^uvmw^t^uTWH-^u™^

—

n

t

2iri J c*
mm«3-

• •M»"'

w

¿3

n

•"iC3i ■ • "iM»-'

(4)

=

^^^^(mP'+^W,

=z

ifc=0

MP3Z3, • • • , Mp»Zn)

2.
(Pl+P»)">+I'3i'3+'

a mm/13
• ■+Pn<"i>=*

= ¿5t(P)«*.
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Since for a fixed PtN this is an analytic function of » for 0^«^
at m= 1 is given by the Le Roy f sum of the last series. Thus

(5)

giP, 1; Po) = giw, z„ ••-,«.,

"
1; P0) = lim £

Tiks + 1)

s^i- k-o Vik + 1)

1, its value

£*(P).

Since giP, u; Po) is analytic for PtN, 0 ^ u ^ 1, g(P, 1 ; P0) is certainly analytic
for PtN. But the summation in (5) is independent of P0, and in particular

it is defined when P = P0, while P0 may be any point in S*. Thus
¿(P)

- Tiks + 1)
= lim £__—2,4(P)

»-i t_o r(* + l)

is defined throughout S*; and since g(P, 1, P0) =^4(P) throughout some
NoiPo), it follows that ÄiP) is regular at all points of S*. Since the Le Roy
method of summation is regular, it follows that

ÄiP) - £5t(P)

=^(.,.,,(P)

4=0

for P sufficiently close to the origin. Thus our theorem is proved.
4. Scope of Theorem 1. As an indication of the scope of Theorem 1, we
shall show that it contains the classical Hadamard theorem as a special case.
Indeed, if A (zi, z2) =P(zi)C(z2), where B and C are any two functions analytic
in the neighborhood of this origin, then the diagonal function AiZiH) is the
Hadamard composite of B and C. Thus if £eei9 and i)9eieare the star vertices
of B and C, it is only necessary to show that whenever

(6)

0 S c < g.l.b.

{T+#i,_*

then the point ceiy belongs to S(ZiZ2),and,hence by Theorem 1 is a regular
point of A (2lZ2).We shall show this by proving the existence of a continuous
positive periodic function rid) such that for all 6

(7)

crid) < £,+,;

1
— < v_e.
rid)

In the first place it follows from (6) that the set 53 of points w = teie defined by
the inequalities

(8)

— < t < **L
»7-9

C

f See for example, L. L. Smail, Theory of Summable Infinite Processes, Oregon, 1925, pp. 13, 14.
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contains points on each ray arg w = 0. Also due to the continuity of the functions z"1 and c~lz and the fact that S(B) and S(C) are open regions, the set 93
is an open region. It is obvious that we can find a 0-neighborhood of any 0
throughout which there exists a positive continuous function ri(0) which satisfies (7). Thus by the Heine-Borel theorem there is a positive periodic function r2(0) which has at most a finite number of finite jumps in each period
interval and which always satisfies (7). Due to (8) we can join the ends of
the jumps and obtain a multiple-valued function satisfying (7); and since 53
is open we can modify this function so as to make it single-valued. Thus r(6)
exists and ceiy belongs to S<tl^.
5. Generalizations. Since the contraction of a star is a star, the process of
contraction may be iterated. In order to have the resulting stars as extensive
as possible, and independent of the order, we make the following definition :

Definition.

If S is a (pi, • ■• , />„)-star, and if
T = 5(2l22),

U = S(z,ti),

then we define
■J(21Z2)(23Z4)

—

i

(Z334)

T

U (*i*j)

,

where the sum is a union in the sense of point sets. It is clear that it is a
(pi+pi, p3+Pi, ph, • ■■, />„)-star. Similarly we define
5'(*!!,) (¡¡u) (z6zt)= L5(z,Z2)(z,î4)J(z6î6)
+ PUilí) <«,«,)J («,»4)+ L-S(*3*4)(*szt)J(*i*2)

and
" («1»«»») =

■* (*12*s) +

U (*1322> "•

V («j]»!) ,

where
T = S(tl,,),

Contractions
definitions.

U = S(zlZz),

V = S(Zlz3).

of higher orders are defined by the obvious extension of these

Theorem 2. Let (1) be analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and let
S = S(f; pi, ■ • ■ , p„) be its (pi, • • • , pn)-slar. Then the diagonal functions
(9)

A (2lz2)(i324)(Zl2,

Z34, Z5, • • • , Z„)

=

¿j

O-mmgq^. ■-iinZi2Z32Z¡,

• • • Z„

and
(10)

A (2l2223)(Zl23, Z4, • • • , Zn) =

¿-I

ammmin ■■.)i„Zl23Z4

are analytic

in the stars 5(2l22>(2324) and 5<2l2223) respectively.
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For the proof we note that
A (2li2) (î3î4)

=

[A (2,Z2) J (Z¡Zi) =

[A (ZaZi) J (il22),

and
A (2lí2í,)

=

[A(ZlZl)\(Z1¡Z3)

=

[A(ZlZ3)\(z¡lZ2)

=

|y* (*2*3>J(*2a*i)

•

The theorem follows by iteration of Theorem 1.
6. Two-dimensional Hadamard theorem. We can now obtain as a special
case of Theorem 2 a two-variable extension of the Hadamard theorem. Let
us take a specialized function of four variables; namely, a product of two
functions each of two variables,
(11)

Ais, u, t, v) = Bis, t)Ciu, v),

(12)

Bix, y) = J2 bmnxmyn,

(13)

Cix, y) = ¿2cmnxmyn.

Then our previously defined diagonal function
(14)

A(,u)itv)ix,

y)

=

£

(see (9)) becomes

bmncmnxmyn

and our special theorem yields the following theorem :

Theorem 3. Let (12) and (13) be any two functions analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, and let 5(B) and 5(C) be their stars. Then the Hadamard
composition
Six,

y)

=

£

bmncmnxmyn

is analytic in the star 5* = 5i+52, where Si and 52 are defined in terms of SiB)
and 5(C) as follows. A point (x, y) is in the star Si if for all <¡>,d the points
ixuid)eie, yr'i<b)eie)
are in SiB) and the points
(---)
W0)ei9

r'icb)eie/

are in 5(C), where r'i<f>) is a positive continuous periodic function of 4>, and
r^(0) is a positive periodic continuous function of 6 and depends also on the
parameter <j>.The star 52 is similarly defined, with the roles of r and r' inter-

changed.
From the statement of Theorem 3 and the manner in which it follows from
our general theorem, one could easily obtain an «-variable extension of the
Hadamard theorem.
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